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ABSTRACT. Saigent curves of alUlje known artificially made /8*activc nndei together 
willi imhirally /3-active nuclei have been drawn. From this Sargent plot attempt has beeiji 
made to dt diirc the approximati' spin of some nuclei of even niass-mimber. Further thiA 
utility of such a ])lot, in the study of nuclear phenomena such as nuclear isomerism vvhkio 
ilcpcnds on spin change of the nuclei, has been pointed out.
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Saigcut (ic)33) plotted log A against log Kmix of all the naturally ^-active 
nuclei and found that the i)oints lie approximately on two lines separated by 
ii distance of about tvvo units on the logarithmic scale along the log A axis. 
A represents the decay constant of the nuclei and K represents the inaxiimini 
energy of the emitted ft-rays. Fermi’s (1934) theory of ^-decay provided a 
theoretical explanation of tliis experimental fact showing that the total proba­
bility of /3-cniissiou of a nucleus, i c., A is dependent on the maximuia energy 
of the emitted /3-rays. Fermi’s theory further showed that the transition 
probability of ^-emission by the process n —>P + /3-t neutrino, is dependent on 
the change of angular momentum or in other words spin-change say Ai of the 
nucleus. The probability of /3-emission vanishes for all value of A i  except 
Ai=o. The first .Sargent curve corresponding to A/=o was therefore called 
the allowed line. L,ater on it was shown that for A i  other than zero the 
/3-emission is not completely forbidden, only the transitional probability is 
reduced by a factor about (i/ ioo)^' approximately which explains the separation 
of the two Sargent curves. The second line was therefore termed as the first 
forbidden line. C.amow and Teller (1936) considering the possibility of inversion 
of heavy nuclei during ^-transition modified Fermi’s selection rule of ;8-decay. 
According to them the permitted transitions are those for whidrAi = o. or A i = i.
Subsequently a few artificially made /3-adive nuclei were plotted by Diebner 
and Grassmann (1938) and found to approximately fit the Sargent curves.
As stated above according to the selection rules of jS-decay, the Sargent 
curves provide a quick methocf to visualise the approximate spin change of the 
nuclei in -^transition. I have therefore drawn the Sargent plot with all the 
natural and artificial -^active nuclei known up to the date as shown in the figure- 
The latest and the corrected value of half lives are collected from various journals 
and publications. All these are represented in Table I together with the spin- 
change A i  in -^transition as observed from the Sargent plot. Most of these
* Communicated by the Imltan Physical Society.
data aud the reference will l)e found in the Tal)le published by Liviugwood and 
Seaborg (1940) in Review of Modern Physics, Volume X II, 1940.
Following Gatnow 1 have drawn three straight lines separated from each
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other by two logarithmic units. However it must be remembered that the two 
lines obtained by Sargent with naturally /^ -active nuclei are not exactly st. lines. 
Further there is also considerable controversy over the positions of the forbidden 
lines as yet there is no satisfactory theoretical treatment of forbidden /i-omission. 
However the first two lines are definitely proved by experimental data of 
naturally /3-active nuclei. As Gamow and Teller selection lule of /?-decay has 
been found to be more true than that of Fermi, it is assumed that the first Hue
corresponds to A»=o orA i=i, the second line corresponds to Ai = 2 and so on.
The most of the nuclei will be found to fall in the region occupied by the first 
and second Hue and some nuclei with At higher than two about the thir me. 
It may be observed that the nuclei do not fall on three distinct lines.  ^ ts
niay be* partly due to the fact that the maximum energy of -^rays as eterraine 
mostly by absorption method is only approximately correct. 
l-'M.'isF—V
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An important experimental fact is that nuclei having even mass numbei 
and even atomic number have the nuclear spin zero. This atonce suggests 
that for /i-active nuclei of even mass number, Sargent plot shows not only the 
spin change Ai of the nuclei but also the actual spin of either the initial or the 
product nuclei. For a ^-eiriissiou only increase or decrease the atomic number 
of the nuclei by one, but the mass number remains unchanged. Therefore if 
the radio-active nuclei be of even mass-number but of odd atomic number, then 
by i9-emission the atomic number also becomes even and since the spin of nuclei 
having even mass-number and even atomic number-is zero hence Af gives the 
actual si)in of the /3-active nuclei. Similarly if the /i-active nuclei be of even 
mass-number and even atomic number, Us spin is initially zero and therefore 
gives the spin of the product nuclei which are of even mass-number but of odd 
atomic number. In this way as deduced from S^argent plot, the spin of some 
nuclei of comparatively heavy atomic number is shown in the Table II. The 
rest may be found out from the Table I.
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siBr*® 34h .58 X 10“-^ 6.7634 •7 5-fi45i 3 0
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Nuclei T
Km ax of 
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Cu« a.5 h 2.3 ; .8 2 Livingwood 8: vScaborg (1940).
30 ms not known , not known f f
Rh'»* 4.3 ms 2.3 le.055 and .08 0 or 2
42 S j 2.3 ; not knoNMi 0 or I
Ti6V 72 d 36 j
i
1.1 2 Walke elal (ig^g).
2,8 ms ener^ y^ not Walke (1937).
known
Mn®’ 21.3 ms
1
2.2 1.2 2 Living wood, Seaborg (1938)
1 and Heinendlnger (1939).
7.4 d •77 1 J1
2 #1
Ux, X.14 ms 2.32 not known 0 or I
11 z 6 7  h .6 1!
Br«'‘ 34 7 j -^ 5 2 Snell (1937) and Buck (19381.
40 m not known not known Doddson and Fowler (1939).
Y91 70 h 1-3 not known ' 2
3 h 2 •»
In»» 72 s not known i1 .17 and .25
Lawson and Cork (1937).
2.7 d 1-73 3 Barnes (1939).
In"* 13 s 2.8 not known Ainaldi etal (1935). Cork and
I 8 and i 3 0 or I
Lawson <1939).
Amaldi etal and Cork and54 ms .85 Lawson (i937)*
Br»" i8 ms 2 2 Snell (1937). Alicbanian etal
(1936).
4-4 h e Buck (1938).
Zn«* ' 57 m ■ 1,0 not known 0 or I Livingwood ^  Seatx>rg (1939k
13.8 h -47 IP
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Again the Sargent plot of nuclei may be of considerable importance in the 
study of nuclear isomers. For according to Weizacker’s (1936) theory of nuclear 
isomerism the initial difference in spin of the ground state and an excited 
metastable stale is the cause of nuclear isomerism. Therefore if the spin>change 
A/ of the pair in /J-transitiou is known from Sargent plot then it may give some 
information about Uie subsequent mode of decay as suggested by Hebb and 
Uhlenheck (1938). In the Table III, I have collected the isomers whose 
existence is now well established. The value of A i for the isomers of which 
decay constant and the maximum energy of the emitted /3-ray is known, is also 
shown in the Table. As an example the isomeric pair Rh^**  ^ may be considered. 
It will be observed from the yargent plot that A i for both of the pair is the 
same and = 0  or I. Therefore if initially the two nuclei have large difference 
of spin then this large difference persists even after ^-emission. Therefore if 
one of the juiir transforms into ground stale, the other will be in an excited state 
even after emission. According to Ilebb and Uhlenbeck this excited state 
is destroyed by the emission of y-rays in steps. These y-rays again give rise 
to soft conversion electrons. Probability of conversion is particularly high when 
the difference of spin between the ground slate and the excited state is high. 
As a matter of fact large groups of conversion elections have been experimentally 
observed with Rh'*^'‘ .
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